


Victor Hugo is a high school very animated
During the break it is alive and smoky
Even in it’s hallways and noisy classrooms
Despite that this school is warm
Even if for some people classes are boring
But I can tell you when you  have your high school 
diploma you will be happy
 



 

Welcome to our old school high school

● Henceforth new high school appointed 

« lycée Victor Hugo »

●  built a long time ago located in center of town

● All realized by the Martineau brothers

● Do you know Victor Hugo the great Writer ?

● Author of « Les Misérables » and author of  «Le Rhin »

● He welcomes us now in this great high school 

● Where thousands of students are gathered

L



 I'm talking to you about France Bloch-Sérazin 

she was from a beautiful family of intellectuals

She obtained her baccalaureat at  Victor Hugo High school

She died tragically 

Born February 21, 1913

Killed in 1943

She was a resistant during the second world war 

It was bad luck for Fritz a real number 13  

A  room of Victor Hugo High school  is called France Bloch Serazin 

It is a great tribute to this resistant

France Bloch Sérazin was a great leader

We  are  slaming  in this room to pay tribute to her 



In the morning, climbing the three floors upset you,
and the metal statue in the courtyard, you'll tell me if you like it,
if you need to do your business, don't go to the last floor,
and if you need to take a bite, there is always the common room.

It's a brain teaser to understand this rubiks cube,
 Thinking to get the same colors,
 To reach our goal,
 We have to go through different corridors.

In time, the students helped each other to yeild the CDs of the library,
Now being angry means detention in the local of the school community,
If you are not fit you are a cripple, but for that there is the nursery,
They no longer cured with salt, and your name is in their summary.



I’ll tell you about the different options
General studies and technological studies
Here at Victor Hugo, there is no mystery
There’re four things, it makes perfect sense
The S will be the next scientists
They’re doing their chemistry and physics classes
Mathematics does not mate?? my click
Always present during anatomy
L is for those who love literature
They learn all the Renaissance
They love culture and writing
And have a lot of knowledge
ES is the social and economic studies
It’s for those who see themselves in trade
For the ferry, it’s ideal and too great
The high schoolers in BTS observe them
Finally, there is the STMG
They study economics and law
But we also have management and French
And all this, we do it with Mister A.



Victor Hugo high school, rather than alive
 We propose really a lot of activities
 Entertaining us  in the large high school  
 Where all people would like to participate
 

 It would appear it's really warm
 You can see that all people are happy
 With the house some students everybody eat well
Thanks to   their superb services all  morning
 

 The teaching are rather satisfactory
 A lot of subjects are at our disposal
 All of graduates come out triumphant
 Their bac they have pratically all with distinction  



CoulCouleurseurs  
de pde peauxeaux   



AlexiaAlexia 

I’m Alexia, soft and sweet black
I’d like to tell you my beautiful story

I come from this country, called Gabon
where we find metals and oil in quantity



NazraNazra
I’m Nazra and my skin is brown

As if it was written on my forehead
I come from this beautiful island of Mayotte

Whether it’s here or down there, I have friends



EmilieEmilie 
I’m Emilie, the little mixed blood woman

My hair is frizzy and not smooth
My beloved country is Madagascar

Proud to be from down there as if I had an Oscar



Nous sommes iciNous sommes ici
We are here We are here 

Nous sommes iciNous sommes ici
We are here We are here 

CharlèneCharlène 

I’m Charlene with white skin
People say we’re not in the same business

I was born in this beautiful France
You could say that right now, I’m not too lucky

Par Christophe.Finot — Travail personnel, CC BY-SA 2.5, 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=2167403

Par Copyleft — Travail personnel, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=17231232



Poitevine

Gabonaise

Malgache

Mahoraise

We all have differences
No need for resemblance

We may not have the same skin 
colour

For some we are not all equal



And yet we live 24hours a day under the same flag
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